Generation of novel oncolytic vaccinia virus with improved intravenous efficacy through protection against complement-mediated lysis and evasion of neutralization by vaccinia virus-specific antibodies
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ABSTRACT

Background  Oncolytic virus immunotherapy has revolutionized cancer immunotherapy by efficiently inducing both oncolysis and systemic immune activation. Locoregional administration has been used for oncolytic virus therapy, but its applications to deep-seated cancers have been limited. Although systemic delivery of the oncolytic virus would maximize viral immunotherapy’s potential, this remains a hurdle due to the rapid removal of the administered virus by the complement and innate immune system. Infected cells produce some vaccinia viruses as extracellular enveloped virions, which evade complement attack and achieve longer survival by expressing host complement regulatory proteins (CRPs) on the host-derived envelope. Here, we generated SJ-600 series oncolytic vaccinia viruses that can mimic complement-resistant extracellular enveloped virions by incorporating human CRP CD55 on the intracellular mature virion (IMV) membrane.

Methods  The N-terminus of the human CD55 protein was fused to the transmembrane domains of the six type I membrane proteins of the IMV; the resulting recombinant viruses were named SJ-600 series viruses. The SJ-600 series viruses also expressed human granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) to activate dendritic cells. The viral thymidine kinase (J2R) gene was replaced by genes encoding the CD55 fusion proteins and GM-CSF.

Results  SJ-600 series viruses expressing human CD55 on the IMV membrane showed resistance to serum virus neutralization. SJ-607 virus, which showed the highest CD55 expression and the highest resistance to serum complement-mediated lysis, exhibited superior antitumor activity in three human cancer xenograft models, compared with the control Pexa-Vec (JX-594) virus, after single-dose intravenous administration. The SJ-607 virus administration elicited neutralizing antibody formation in two immunocompetent mouse strains like the control JX-594 virus. Remarkably, we found that the SJ-607 virus evades neutralization by vaccinia virus-specific antibodies.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
⇒ Systemic administration of oncolytic vaccinia virus has been limited due to the rapid clearance of injected virus by the complement and innate immune systems.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
⇒ Our new oncolytic vaccinia virus platform expressing CD55 protein on its membrane, prolonged viral survival by protecting against complement-mediated lysis and by evading neutralization by vaccinia virus-specific antibodies.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY
⇒ Our novel oncolytic vaccinia virus platform can be treated systemically and repeatedly and thus may expand the target cancer profile to include deep-seated cancers and widespread metastatic cancers.

Conclusion  Our new oncolytic vaccinia virus platform, which expresses human CD55 protein on its membrane, prolonged viral survival by protecting against complement-mediated lysis and by evading neutralization by vaccinia virus-specific antibodies; this may provide a continuous antitumor efficacy until a complete remission has been achieved. Such a platform may expand the target cancer profile to include deep-seated cancers and widespread metastatic cancers.

INTRODUCTION
Oncolytic virus (OV) immunotherapy has revolutionized cancer immunotherapy. Through selective infection and replication in cancer cells, as well as the induction of immunogenic cancer cell death, OVs efficiently induce both oncolysis and systemic...
immune activation.\textsuperscript{1} OVs can convert immunologically cold tumors into hot tumors, and they do not require baseline intratumoral T-cell infiltration before treatment\textsuperscript{2-4}; thus, they can be applied in combination with anti-programmed cell death protein-1/programmed death ligand-1 therapies\textsuperscript{2,7}.

OVs have primarily been applied through locoregional administration.\textsuperscript{2,5,10} Local immunotherapy constitutes a rational approach to minimize systemic toxicity, as well as an in situ vaccination platform that may facilitate homing of activated cancer-specific T cells into tumor tissue.\textsuperscript{11-13} However, intralesional injections are applied to superficially located cancers; although image-guided injection into deep-seated cancers is possible, the injection of an adequate dose is dependent on the technical ability of the physician.\textsuperscript{8,15,16} The heterogeneous nature of cancer also requires simultaneous targeting of individual cancer cell variants.\textsuperscript{17-19} Therefore, systemic delivery is an important goal in the field of OVs, which would allow access to disseminated and heterogeneous tumor deposits.\textsuperscript{7,15,16,20} However, systemically administered viruses are rapidly removed from circulation by the complement and innate immune systems.\textsuperscript{21,22}

Infected cells produce some vaccinia viruses (VACVs; 5\%-20\%) as extracellular enveloped virions, which evade complement attack and achieve longer survival by expressing host complement regulatory proteins (CRPs) on the host-derived envelope.\textsuperscript{23-26} Notably, most VACVs (80\%-95\%) are produced as intracellular mature virions (IMVs), which lack surface CRPs and are therefore susceptible to complement-mediated lysis that reduces bioactivity.\textsuperscript{24-26}

Here, we generated SJ-600 series oncolytic VACVs that can mimic complement-resistant extracellular enveloped virions through the incorporation of human CRP CD55 on the IMV membrane; this was achieved by combining human CD55 with the transmembrane domains of VACV membrane proteins.\textsuperscript{27,28} SJ-600 series oncolytic VACVs expressing human CD55 on the IMV membrane showed resistance to serum virus neutralization. SJ-607 virus, which showed the highest level of CD55 expression and the greatest resistance to serum complement-mediated lysis, demonstrated good anticancer efficacy after single-dose intravenous treatment. SJ-607 virus showed increased anticancer activity in cell-derived xenograft models, compared with the control Pexa-Vec (JX-594) virus,\textsuperscript{29,30} after single-dose intravenous administration. Additionally, SJ-607 virus showed better therapeutic efficacy after intravenous administration than intratumoral administration. The administration of the SJ-607 virus elicited neutralizing antibody (NAb) formation in two immunocompetent mouse strains like the control JX-594 virus. Remarkably, we found that the SJ-607 virus evades neutralization by VACV-specific antibodies. These observations indicated that our novel virus expressing human CRP CD55 on the IMV membrane can act as a novel OV platform to enable systemic and repeated treatment by providing resistance to serum complement attack and evading neutralization by VACV-specific antibodies; thus, it will expand the target cancer profile to include deep-seated cancers and widespread metastatic cancers.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cell culture**

MDA-MB-231, HCT-116, AGS, SK-MEL-2, SNU-1214, SNU-333, SNU-475, SW620, and HeLa cells were obtained from Korean Cell Line Bank (Seoul, Korea). U-2-OS, A549, and H1975 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, Virginia, USA). HeLa, U-2-OS, A549, and NCI-H1975 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium; all other cell lines were grown in Roswell Park Memorial Institute Medium (RPMI)-1640 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum.

**SJ-600 series virus construction**

The flanking sequences of thymidine kinase (J2R) and the genes encoding human granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and VACV outer membrane proteins were amplified by PCR, using JX-594 as the template. The human CD55 sequence was amplified from a commercial plasmid (Sino Biological, Beijing, China). Recombinant virus was constructed using a standard homologous recombination protocol.\textsuperscript{31} The GM-CSF and CD55 genes were placed under the control of the VACV synthetic early/late promoter and synthetic late promoter, respectively.\textsuperscript{32} All viruses were amplified in HeLa cells and purified by 36% sucrose cushion centrifugation, in accordance with the standard protocol.\textsuperscript{33}

**Flow cytometry**

U-2-OS cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.5 and harvested 16 hours post-infection. The infected cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with anti-CD55 antibody (#67; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California, USA) and analyzed with antibodies to CD55, VACV A27, and anti-CD55 (1:200) antibodies, then incubated with Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated secondary antibody (Invitrogen) (1:1000). CD55 expression was detected by LSRFortessa (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, USA) and analyzed with FlowJo software.

**Western blotting analysis**

Protein from purified virions was separated in pre-casted SDS-PAGE 4\%-15\% gels (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, USA) by electrophoresis and transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes in Trans-Blot SD Cell (Bio-Rad). The membranes were stained with anti-CD55 (#NaM16-ID3; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, California, USA) (1:200), anti-VACV A27 (#NR-627; BEI Resources, Manassas, Virginia, USA) (1:5000), and anti-β-actin (#BA3R; Invitrogen) (1:1000) antibodies, then incubated with appropriate horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:5000). In deglycosylation experiments, lysed virions were treated with Protein Deglycosylation Mix (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts USA) and analyzed with antibodies to CD55, VACV A27,
and β-actin. Blots were imaged using Dako-Chemix CAS-400 (Dakin-Chemi, Seoul, Korea).

**Immunofluorescence imaging**

U-2-OS cells were infected at an MOI of 5 for 12 hours; they were then fixed, permeabilized, and incubated with anti-CD55 (#67; Invitrogen) (1:1000) and anti-VACV A27 (#ab35219; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) (1:1000) antibodies. Next, cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated (Abcam) (1:1000) and Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, Pennsylvania, USA) (1:1000) secondary antibodies, as well as 4′,6′-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Invitrogen); images were obtained by confocal microscopy (STELLARIS 8; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany).

**Transmission electron microscopy**

Purified virions were incubated with anti-CD55 antibody (#NaM16-4D3; Santa Cruz) (1:50), then with 12-nm colloidal gold-conjugated antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch) (1:20). Grids were negatively stained with NanoVan (Nanoprobes, Yaphank, New York, USA) and imaged by transmission electron microscopy at 120 kV (JEM-1400; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

**In vitro viral stability in human serum**

SJ-600 series viruses were mixed with commercially available normal human serum (HS) (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) to a final serum dilution of 20%. U-2-OS cells were incubated with virus for 3 days (until plaques formed). In subsequent experiments, cells were infected with virus in the presence of 20% or 50% HS. The numbers of plaques were compared with the numbers obtained from control cells.

**In vitro cytotoxicity**

Ten human cancer cell lines were infected with serially diluted virus for 72 hours. Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) solution (Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan) was added, and the absorbance at 450 nm (A450) was measured using a Microplate Absorbance Reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland).

**Experimental animals**

NOD.Cg-Prkdc<sup>−/−</sup> <sup>IL2rg<sup>tm1Wjl</sup>/Sj</sup> (NSG) mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine, USA) and C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice (Koatech, Pyeongtaek, Korea) were maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions at Seoul National University Animal Facility (Seoul, Korea).

**In vivo antitumor efficacy studies**

HCT-116, A549, or MDA-MB-231 cells were subcutaneously implanted into NSG mice. When tumor volume reached 80–120 mm<sup>3</sup>, mice underwent intravenous administration of a single dose of virus at a high dose (HD, 5×10<sup>6</sup> pfu) or low dose (LD, 1×10<sup>6</sup> pfu) via the tail vein. Tumor growth was monitored two times weekly and the volume was calculated as follows: volume=length×width<sup>2</sup>×0.5.

**In vivo biodistribution and histological analysis**

Mice carrying HCT-116 xenografts underwent intravenous administration of 1×10<sup>6</sup> pfu of virus; the presence of virus was monitored using an imaging system (IVIS Lumina X5; PerkinElmer, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Mice carrying A549 xenografts underwent intravenous administration via tail vein of 1×10<sup>6</sup> pfu of virus. After 120 hours, tumor tissues were excised, fixed, and cut into 50 μm-thick sections; they were then stained with anti-CD31 antibody (#2H8; Millipore, Billerica, Massachusetts, USA) (1:100), followed by Cy3-conjugated antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch) (1:400) and DAPI. Samples were imaged by confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM 980; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany); positive areas were analyzed using ZEN Blue software (Carl Zeiss).

**VACV-reactive antibody formation and titration of neutralizing activity**

BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice were intravenously injected via tail vein with single or multiple doses of virus at 5×10<sup>6</sup> pfu. In the multiple dosing groups, viruses were administered weekly three times. Blood was collected prior to the first dose of virus, then collected once weekly five times.

VACV-reactive antibodies were measured by ELISA method. Briefly, intact virus was coated on the plate and heat-inactivated virus-treated mouse serum was treated as primary antibody. Detection was performed using Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody (Invitrogen) (1:1000) at 450 nm to quantitate the total antibodies reactive to the coated virus. To measure the neutralizing activity by VACV-reactive antibodies, heat-inactivated mouse serum was incubated with virus, transferred onto cultures of U-2-OS cells, and incubated for 3 days. NAb titer<sub>50</sub> was defined as the reciprocal of the highest dilution of serum that resulted in cell viability ≥50%.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism V.8.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, USA). Comparisons between two groups were performed using two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-tests. Group comparisons of tumor growth were performed by two-way analysis of variance, followed by Bonferroni’s post hoc test. In all analyses, p<0.05 was considered indicative of statistical significance.

**RESULTS**

**Construction of oncolytic VACV incorporating human CD55 on the IMV membrane**

SJ-600 series oncolytic VACVs were designed to incorporate human CRP CD55 on the membranes of IMVs, thereby protecting the viruses from complement-mediated attack during circulation after intravenous administration. To incorporate human CD55 protein on the membranes of IMVs, the N-terminus of the CD55 protein containing...
the signal peptide and four functional sushi domains without the glycosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor (a.a. 1–352) was fused to the transmembrane domains of the IMV membrane proteins. More than 20 IMV membrane proteins have been identified; they are involved in viral attachment and entry into target cells. Among them, six type I transmembrane proteins (A16, D8, F9, G9, H3, and L1) were selected as fusion partners for human CD55 (table 1). Recombinant VACVs expressing human CD55 fused with each of the six membrane proteins were designated as SJ-601 and SJ-604 through SJ-608; these viruses were designated SJ-600 series oncolytic VACVs. All SJ-600 series viruses also expressed human GM-CSF to activate dendritic cells. Through homologous recombination, the viral thymidine kinase (J2R) gene of the vaccinia genome was inactivated. The J2R gene was fused with the gene of the vaccinia genome to inactivate this gene. The CD55 gene was fused with the transmembrane domain of one of the vaccinia virus membrane proteins, as indicated. All viruses were derived from the Wyeth strain of vaccinia virus and all expressed GM-CSF. An expression cassette including GM-CSF was inserted into the thymidine kinase (J2R) gene of the vaccinia genome to inactivate this gene. The CD55 gene was fused with the transmembrane domain of one of the vaccinia virus membrane proteins, as indicated. The expression of CD55 by SJ-600 series viruses, were evaluated by confocal microscopy. First, U-2-OS cells were infected with SJ-607 or control JX-594 virus for 12 hours. After infected cells had been stained with anti-CD55 antibody, anti-A27 antibody, and DAPI, they were evaluated by confocal microscopy. Cells infected with either JX-594 or SJ-607 exhibited extensive DAPI staining of nucleic acids in the perinuclear cytoplasm, which coincided with the site of expression of A27, the VACV envelope protein (figure 1E). The total expression levels and differential expression patterns of the two forms of CD55 varied among the SJ-600 series viruses; the SJ-605 and SJ-607 viruses showed particularly high expression of the 70kDa form (figure 1C). To visualize the expression of CD55 on IMVs, U-2-OS cells infected with SJ-607, which showed the strongest CD55 expression among the SJ-600 series viruses, were evaluated by confocal microscopy. First, U-2-OS cells were infected with SJ-607 or control JX-594 virus for 12 hours. After infected cells had been stained with anti-CD55 antibody, anti-A27 antibody, and DAPI, they were evaluated by confocal microscopy. Cells infected with either JX-594 or SJ-607 exhibited extensive DAPI staining of nucleic acids in the perinuclear cytoplasm, which coincided with the site of expression of A27, the VACV envelope protein (figure 1E). The DAPI/A27-stained region in the cytoplasm adjacent to the nucleus may represent a ‘virus factory,’ where VACVs are produced and accumulate through intensive viral DNA replication. CD55 protein expression was observed in this virus factory area in cells that had been infected with SJ-607 but not with JX-594 (figure 1E). These findings indicated that CD55 protein was specifically expressed in SJ-607 viral particles.

Surface expression of CD55 protein on the viral membrane is necessary for the virus to avoid damage from the activated complement system during systemic circulation. Immunoelectron microscopic analysis was performed to confirm CD55 incorporation on the viral membrane. Purified SJ-607 and JX-594 viral particles were adsorbed onto carbon-coated grids, sequentially stained with anti-human CD55 antibody and secondary antibody conjugated

### Table 1: List of SJ-600 series viruses used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>Descriptive name</th>
<th>VV gene deactivation (recombination site)</th>
<th>CD55 expression</th>
<th>VV TM used for CD55 expression</th>
<th>VV TM a.a. position</th>
<th>Marker genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JX-594</td>
<td>VV-GM-CSF</td>
<td>J2R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>LacZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ-610</td>
<td>VV-GM-CSF</td>
<td>J2R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Luc-GFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ-601</td>
<td>VV-GM-CSF-CD55 D8</td>
<td>J2R</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>D8L</td>
<td>276–304</td>
<td>Luc-GFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ-605</td>
<td>VV-GM-CSF-CD55 F9</td>
<td>J2R</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>F9L</td>
<td>176–212</td>
<td>Luc-GFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ-607</td>
<td>VV-GM-CSF-CD55 H3</td>
<td>J2R</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>H3L</td>
<td>285–324</td>
<td>Luc-GFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ-608</td>
<td>VV-GM-CSF-CD55 L1</td>
<td>J2R</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>L1R</td>
<td>184–250</td>
<td>Luc-GFP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All viruses were derived from the Wyeth strain of vaccinia virus and all expressed GM-CSF. An expression cassette including GM-CSF was inserted into the thymidine kinase (J2R) gene of the vaccinia genome to inactivate this gene. The CD55 gene was fused with the transmembrane domain of one of the vaccinia virus membrane proteins, as indicated.

GFP, green fluorescent protein; GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; LacZ, β-galactosidase; Luc, luciferase; N/A, not applicable; TM, transmembrane domain; VV, vaccinia virus.

## Confirmation of the expression of human CD55 on SJ-600 series OVs

The expression of CD55 by SJ-600 series recombinant VACVs was evaluated by flow cytometry analysis of virus-infected U-2-OS cells. Cells infected with the control JX-594 virus, in which only GM-CSF was recombined with J2R region, were used as negative controls (table 1). Although CD55 was not detected in cells infected with JX-594, all cells infected with SJ-600 series viruses expressed human CD55 protein; the highest level of CD55 expression was detected in cells that had been infected with SJ-607 virus (figure 1A,B). These observations indicated that the N-terminus of CD55 protein fused to the transmembrane domains of IMV membrane proteins was expressed as expected. To determine whether the virus itself expressed human CD55 protein, total protein was extracted from purified IMVs and CD55 expression was detected by western blotting analysis. The VACV A27 protein and Bactin were used as internal controls for viral and cell-derived proteins, respectively. Two forms of human CD55 proteins were expressed by SJ-600 series viruses, with molecular weights of 50kDa and 70kDa depending on the glycosylation status (figure 1C); this glycosylation effect was confirmed by removing most N-linked and O-linked oligosaccharides from glycoproteins via treatment with Deglycosylation Enzyme Mix (figure 1D). The total expression levels and differential expression patterns of the two forms of CD55 varied among the SJ-600 series viruses; the SJ-605 and SJ-607 viruses showed particularly high expression of the 70kDa form (figure 1C).
with 12 nm gold particles, and evaluated by transmission electron microscopy. Gold particles bound to human CD55 protein were densely localized on the surface of SJ-607 viral particles, whereas no gold particles were observed on the surface of JX-594 viral particles (figure 1F). Taken together, these findings showed that human CD55 protein was selectively incorporated on the IMV membrane of SJ-600 series OVs as designed; among them, SJ-607 virus had the highest level of surface CD55 protein incorporation.

**CD55 incorporation on the membrane of SJ-600 series OVs protects against complement attack**

To determine whether oncolytic VACVs incorporating CD55 protein on the membrane are resistant to complement-mediated lysis, the SJ-600 series viruses were incubated with HS and functional virus titer was evaluated by plaque assays. Briefly, the numbers of plaques formed in U-2-OS cells were counted after infection with SJ-600 series viruses or control JX-594 virus; all viruses had been preincubated with 20% normal HS. The resultant
viral titer of JX-594 virus, which did not express human CD55, decreased to approximately 28.1% in the presence of 20% HS, compared with the serum-free control. With the exception of SJ-601, the SJ-600 series viruses showed ≥1.5-fold serum stability, compared with JX-594 virus (figure 2A). In particular, SJ-607 virus exhibited 75.5% survival in the presence of 20% HS; the stability of SJ-607 virus in the presence of HS was 2.7-fold better than the stability of JX-594 virus (figure 2A).

To directly confirm that the maintenance of a higher SJ-600 series virus titer in HS (compared with JX-594 virus) was the result of complement resistance mediated by CD55 incorporation on the viral membrane, heat-inactivated serum was used as a negative control. Additionally, the concentrations of heat-inactivated serum and HS were also increased up to the experimental limit of 50% to better approximate physiological conditions. The titers of JX-594 virus decreased to 39.0% and 25.1% in the presence of 20% and 50% HS, respectively, compared with titers in the presence of heat-inactivated serum (figure 2B, left panel). In contrast, the titer of SJ-607 virus decreased to 86.4% in the presence of 20% HS (p=0.1574); it decreased to 70.4% in the presence of 50% HS (p=0.0224) (figure 2B, right panel). We observed no significant changes in the titer of SJ-607 virus in the presence of 50% heat-inactivated serum, compared with serum-free conditions (99.5% vs 100.0%; data not shown). In conclusion, the incorporation of human CD55 on the membrane of SJ-600 series viruses, particularly SJ-607, conferred resistance to complement-mediated virus neutralization; thus, it substantially improved viral stability in HS.

**In vitro oncolytic activities of SJ-600 series viruses were unaffected by CD55 expression**

To investigate whether CD55 expression affected the infectivity and oncolytic activity of SJ-600 series viruses, in vitro cytotoxic effects were compared between SJ-607 and SJ-607 virus.
and JX-594. Ten human cancer cell lines were infected with serially diluted SJ-607 or JX-594; cell viabilities were measured at 72 hours post-infection by CCK-8 assays. Both SJ-607 and JX-594 viruses effectively killed all examined cancer cells; there were no significant differences in oncolytic effects between the two viruses (figure 2C and online supplemental figure 2). Although the sensitivities of cancer cells to oncolytic VACVs differed among cell lines, the mean EC50 values of all 10 cancer cell lines were within the range of 0.0016–0.2805 pfu/cell (online supplemental table 1). These findings indicated that oncolytic VACVs very efficiently infected and killed many types of human cancer cells, confirming the broad spectrum of effects of these viruses.

Systemically administered SJ-607 virus showed improved therapeutic efficacy in vivo

Because human CD55 is functionally cross-reactive with the murine complement system,35 we investigated the in vivo antitumor efficacy of intravenously administered SJ-607 virus in mice carrying human cancer xenografts. Human colon cancer HCT-116 cells were subcutaneously implanted into NSG mice; the mice underwent intravenous injection of a single dose of SJ-607 or control JX-594 virus at 5 × 10⁶ pfu when the tumor volume reached 80–100 mm³ (figure 3A). After systemic administration of SJ-607 virus, the primary tumor mass increased until day 6 of treatment (up to 135 mm³); it then continuously decreased. Complete remission was observed in most mice on day 22; 94% tumor growth inhibition (TGI) was achieved, compared with vehicle-treated controls (p<0.0001), and the effect was greater than in the JX-594-treated group (p=0.0097) (figure 3B,C). With the exception of one mouse that showed complete remission, the tumor size gradually increased in all mice in the JX-594-treated group; it reached a mean of 250 mm³ at the end of the experiment (82% TGI compared with vehicle-treated control, p<0.0001) (figure 3B,C). These findings indicated that both SJ-607 and JX-594 viruses very effectively reduced tumor growth in mice carrying human cancer xenografts; the CD55-expressing SJ-607 virus showed a significantly superior oncolytic effect, compared with the control JX-594 virus (p=0.0097).

To evaluate whether the systemic treatment efficacy was dose-dependent, human lung cancer A549 xenografts were intravenously injected once and were infected with LD (1 × 10⁶ pfu) or HD (5 × 10⁶ pfu) SJ-607 or JX-594 virus when the tumor volume reached 100–120 mm³ (figure 3D,E). Each group showed considerable TGI: 56% (JX-594, LD), 78% (JX-594, HD), 82% (SJ-607, LD), and 88% (SJ-607, HD); the SJ-607 virus showed superior antitumor efficacy, compared with the control JX-594 virus. The TGI with SJ-594 treatment was dependent on the dose administered (LD vs HD; 56% vs 78%, p=0.0035); the SJ-607 virus showed excellent antitumor efficacy at both LDs and HDs (82% and 88%, respectively), with no statistically significant difference between the two doses (figure 3D). Moreover, the TGI was better in the LD SJ-607 group than in the HD JX-594 group (figure 3D), indicating that the SJ-607 virus showed a similar antitumor effect at less than one-fifth of the dose of the JX-594 virus.

To determine whether the SJ-607 virus could effectively inhibit the growth of larger tumors, a single LD or HD of JX-594 or SJ-607 virus (1 × 10⁶ pfu or 5 × 10⁶ pfu, respectively) was intravenously administered into human lung cancer xenografts when the mean tumor volume was 200 mm³. Surprisingly, a similar pattern of therapeutic efficacy was observed: tumor mass decreased to the initial volume of treatment in both LD and HD SJ-607 groups on day 17, whereas similar effects were observed only in the HD JX-594 group (online supplemental figure 3). These observations indicated that our new oncolytic VACV SJ-607 expressing human CD55 had superior antitumor efficacy, compared with the control JX-594 virus.

In vivo biodistribution and kinetics of systemically administered SJ-607 virus

The above results showed that systemic administration of the SJ-607 virus had superior antitumor efficacy, compared with the control JX-594 virus. To evaluate the biodistribution and kinetics of systemically administered viruses, human colon cancer xenografts were intravenously injected with 1 × 10⁶ pfu SJ-607 or SJ-610 virus, a control virus without human CD55 but containing the luciferase gene (table 1), when tumor size reached ~200 mm³. The in vivo biodistribution and kinetics of the viruses were monitored using an imaging system (IVIS Lumina X5; PerkinElmer). At 56 hours post-injection, SJ-607 virus appeared specifically in the tumor site in the right flank; its maximum intensity (9.18 × 10⁹ radiation (p/s/cm²/sr)) was observed at 120 hours (figure 4A and B). Control SJ-610 virus appeared in the tumor site at 96 hours; its maximum intensity was observed at 120 hours (4.08 × 10⁹ radiation (p/s/cm²/sr)), and the intensity subsequently decreased (figure 4A,B, online supplemental table 2). Thus, after intravenous administration, SJ-607 virus appeared earlier, proliferated and persisted for a longer duration, and reached a higher maximum intensity in the tumor site compared with SJ-610 virus; these results suggested that SJ-607 survived better in the circulation, reached the tumor site earlier, and proliferated at the tumor site for an extended period. Moreover, both SJ-607 and SJ-610 viruses showed specific accumulation only in the tumor site after intravenous administration, suggesting that minimal side effects may occur after systemic treatment (online supplemental figure 4).

Next, we analyzed the distribution of oncolytic VACVs in the tumor tissue. Human lung cancer xenografts were intravenously injected with a single dose of 1 × 10⁶ pfu (LD) of SJ-607 or control SJ-610 virus when the tumor volume reached ~200 mm³; tumor tissues were sampled after 120 hours and the viral distributions were evaluated by analyses of the green fluorescent protein signal (table 1). The OVs were clustered at multiple loci in the periphery of the tumor tissue; notably, SJ-607 showed widespread invasion throughout the tumor (figure 4C).
The area of the green fluorescent protein signal of the virus was 1.8-fold greater for SJ-607, compared with SJ-610 (Figure 4C and D, online supplemental table 3). Thus, the biological basis for the better antitumor efficacy of the new SJ-607 oncolytic VACV platform was the repeated and widespread invasion of tumor tissue by intravenously administered virus.

Figure 3 Antitumor efficacy of systemically administered SJ-607 in tumor-bearing mice. Tumor-bearing mice were intravenously injected with a single dose of virus when tumor size was approximately 80–100 mm³. (A) Schematic of experimental protocol. (B) Tumor growth curve of HCT-116 model. HCT-116 human colon cancer cells were subcutaneously implanted into NSG mice and recombinant vaccinia virus (5×10⁶ pfu) was intravenously injected through the tail vein (n=7 mice per group). (C) Individual growth curves of HCT-116-bearing mice. (D) Tumor growth curve of A549 model. A549 human lung cancer cells were subcutaneously implanted into NSG mice and a single dose of recombinant vaccinia virus (high dose, 5×10⁶ pfu; low dose, 1×10⁶ pfu; n=7 mice per group) was intravenously injected through the tail vein. (E) Individual growth curves of A549-bearing mice. Tumor growth data are presented as means±SEM. HD, high dose; i.v., intravenous; LD, low dose; OV, oncolytic virus; TGI, tumor growth inhibition.

Systemic administration of SJ-607 virus exhibited better antitumor efficacy, compared with intratumoral treatment To analyze the antitumor efficacy of the SJ-607 virus according to the route of administration, human triple-negative breast cancer MDA-MB-231 xenografts were intravenously or intratumorally injected with a single dose of 1×10⁶ pfu (LD) of SJ-607 or SJ-610 virus when the
Figure 4  In vivo biodistribution of intravenously injected SJ-607. (A) HCT-116 human colon cancer cells were subcutaneously implanted into NSG mice and a single dose of $1 \times 10^6$ pfu SJ-607 or SJ-610 virus was intravenously injected through the tail vein when tumor size was $\approx 200 \text{mm}^3$. The presence and distribution of virus were analyzed by monitoring luciferase activity using the IVIS system at designated time points. (B) The results are shown as luminescence intensity at 96 hours post-injection (n=2 mice per group) (means±SEM). (C) A549 human lung cancer xenograft NSG mice were intravenously injected with a single dose of SJ-607 or SJ-610 at $1 \times 10^6$ pfu when tumor size was $\approx 200 \text{mm}^3$. The distributions of viral particles in tumor tissue at 120 hours post-injection were analyzed by immunofluorescence. Frozen sections of tumor tissue were labeled with anti-CD31 antibody (red) to visualize blood vessels. Green fluorescent protein was directly expressed by the recombinant viruses. All images were visualized by confocal fluorescence microscopy. Representative and merged images are shown. Scale bars, 2000 μm. (D) Mean area density of viruses in tumors. Data are presented as means±SEM; values were compared using unpaired Student’s t-tests. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001, ns=not significant (p>0.05).
tumor volume reached 100–120 mm$^3$ (figure 5A). After systemic treatment, SJ-607 showed significantly better efficacy, compared with the control SJ-610 virus (61% and 25% TGI, respectively; $p=0.0002$) (figure 5B,C). For the SJ-610 virus, antitumor efficacy was similar between intratumoral and intravenous routes of administration (28% and 25% TGI, respectively) (figure 5B,C). For the SJ-607 virus, intravenous treatment resulted in significantly better therapeutic efficacy, than intratumoral treatment (61% and 38% TGI, respectively; $p=0.0243$) (figure 5B,C). This result was surprising because intratumoral administration of OV immunotherapy has generally demonstrated better treatment efficacy, compared with intravenous administration. Improved OV survival during systemic circulation could thus improve anticancer efficacy after intravenous administration.

**SJ-607 evaded neutralization by VACV-specific antibodies produced after multiple systemic administration of OV**

Intratumoral treatment is prevalent in clinical settings, and its antitumor efficacy has been superior to the efficacy of intravenous treatment. In addition to the complement-mediated destruction of circulating virus, the generation of NAb against OVs after repeated treatment can also hinder the treatment efficacy of systemically administered virus. Because the complement-mediated immune response affects innate and adaptive immunity, we speculated that evasion of complement-mediated immunity through the expression of CD55 may affect the formation of antiviral antibodies. We evaluated the production of antibodies specific to the injected virus in two strains of immunocompetent mice.

Female BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice were intravenously injected one time or three times (1/week) with 5×10$^6$ pfu/dose of SJ-607 virus or control JX-594 virus. Serum was collected before virus injection (baseline) and at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 weeks after the first injection (figure 6A). SJ-607 and JX-594 viruses were incubated with serially diluted heat-inactivated serum; serum-treated viruses were incubated with U-2-OS cells for 3 days to evaluate the cytopathic effects. The titer$^{50}$ of NAb against VACV was defined as the reciprocal of the highest dilution of serum that resulted in cell viability ≥50%. At 4–5 weeks after a single dose of JX-594 virus, significant levels of NAb were formed (figure 6B, C, E and F). When multiple doses were administered, the titer of NAb against JX-594 significantly increased from week 2 after the first injection. These findings indicated that NAb to injected virus had already formed by the time of the third virus injection, which would reduce the efficacy of injected OVs (figure 6B, D, E and G).

In contrast, it was observed that serum collected after a single dose (figure 6H, I, K and L) and multiple doses of SJ-607 virus (figure 6H, J, K and M) were unable to neutralize SJ-607 for both BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice. In terms of individual % cell viability, minimal levels of NAb were detected from the third week after the first virus injection in mice that received multiple doses of SJ-607.
Figure 6  Neutralizing antibody titration in SJ-607-injected mouse serum. Naive (tumor-free) BALB/c or C57BL/6 mice were systemically injected with 5x10^6 pfu of JX-594 or SJ-607 one time or three times weekly; mouse serum was collected prior to the first injection (baseline) and weekly for 5 weeks. The presence of neutralizing antibody against vaccinia virus was determined by neutralizing antibody titer50, defined as the reciprocal of the highest dilution of serum that resulted in cell viability ≥50% (n=5 mice per group). (A) Schematic of experimental protocol. Titer50 values of JX-594-injected BALB/c mice (B) and C57BL/6 mice (E), and SJ-607-injected BALB/c mice (H), and C57BL/6 mice (K) are plotted. Experiments were conducted in duplicate, and data are shown as means±SEM of five mice. Individual % viabilities of U-2-OS cells infected with JX-594 or SJ-607 incubated with serially diluted mouse serum collected at each time point are presented on the right. (C, D) JX-594-injected BALB/c mice, (F, G) JX-594-injected C57BL/6 mice, (I, J) SJ-607-injected BALB/c mice, and (L, M) SJ-607-injected C57BL/6 mice. Unpaired Student’s t-tests were used for comparisons with baseline control. p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**), ns=not significant. OV, oncolytic virus.
virus; these levels did not increase until the fifth week (Figure 6J,M). Next, we sought to determine whether antibodies against SJ-607 were generated by measuring the total VACV reactive antibodies from the serum of mice injected with either SJ-607 or JX-594 virus multiple times. Briefly, intact JX-594 or SJ-607 viruses were coated on the plate and heat-inactivated mouse serum was used as the primary antibody. HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody was used as the secondary antibody to quantitate the total antibody reactive to JX-594 or SJ-607 virus. The total amount of VACV-reactive antibodies to surface proteins of JX-594 and that of SJ-607 in serum were similar (Figure 7A). Hence, intravenous administration of oncolytic VACV induced a similar level of total VACV reactive antibodies irrespective of human CD55 molecule incorporation on IMV membrane.

To evaluate whether the antibodies formed in the SJ-607-treated mice could neutralize VACV or whether SJ-607 avoided neutralization by antibodies, serum from SJ-607-treated mice was able to neutralize JX-594 virus, almost equivalent to that by serum from JX-594-treated mice. However, serum from JX-594-treated mice could not neutralize SJ-607 virus as like a serum from SJ-607-treated mice could not (Figure 7B). These results imply the formation of NAb against VACV in SJ-607-treated mice, but SJ-607 can evade neutralization by VACV-specific antibodies, which is a trait unobserved in JX-594. From these observations, it was inferred that our new SJ-607 virus could provide sustainable antitumor activity with a repeated systemic treatment regimen by evading neutralization by VACV-specific antibodies produced after multiple administration of OVs.

DISCUSSION

Intravenous treatment with human CD55-expressing SJ-607 virus increased anticancer activity in three human cancer xenografts, compared with the control JX-594 virus. In this study, we show that intravenous administration of human CD55-expressing SJ-607 virus increases anticancer activity in three different human cancer xenografts, when compared with the control JX-594.
Additionally, we observed SJ-607 could evade neutralization by VACV-specific antibodies formed after single and multiple instances of systemic treatment with OV, in contrast to susceptibility of JX-594 to NAb.

The incorporation levels of human CD55 fusion protein on the IMV membrane in SJ-600 series viruses were closely correlated with the inherent abundance of fusion partner viral proteins (H3 > D8 > F9 > L1 > A16 > G9) (SJ-607 > SJ-601 > SJ-605 > SJ-608 > SJ-604 > SJ-606). The serum stability was also correlated with the incorporation level, with the exception of SJ-601 (figure 2A). Two forms of virus-expressed human CD55 protein were identified; their molecular weights were 50 kDa and 70 kDa, depending on the glycosylation status (figure 1C). In SJ-601, we fused CD55 with D8, which was highly incorporated on the VACV membrane. However, human CD55 was not glycosylated on SJ-601 (only the 50 kDa band was present); its susceptibility was similar to JX-594, which did not express human CD55 on the membrane. These observations indicated that CD55 requires glycosylation for proper function. Because the proteins of VACV IMVs are not glycosylated, the glycosylation process of the CD55 fusion protein during IMV morphogenesis, which was compromised in SJ-601, may have affected the glycosylation status of CD55 expressed on the membrane.

The SJ-600 series and JX-594 viruses are based on the Wyeth strain VACV, which has been used as a smallpox vaccine platform. However, because the oncolytic activity of the Wyeth strain was lower against murine cancer cells than against human cancer cells, we examined the in vivo serum stability and antitumor efficacy of SJ-600 series viruses in human cancer xenograft models that had been established in immunocompromised mice. The essential characteristics of an ideal OV are initial debulking of the tumor mass through effective oncolysis, followed by activation of adaptive immunity to ensure systemic propagation of cancer-specific immunity. Because the NSG mice used as xenograft recipients are deficient in both T and B cells and have minimal natural killer cell activity, this model entirely depends on effective oncolysis and innate immunity without natural killer cells. Even in this scenario, the SJ-607-treated group was significantly superior to the control JX-594-treated group for efficacy in all three human cancer xenografts. Further evaluation of the full immuno-oncological capability of human CD55-expressing oncolytic VACV in a fully immunocompetent context is needed to assess the cell-mediated and antibody-mediated antiviral immune responses occur after SJ-607 administration, which will affect clearance of the injected virus. Further studies of the eventual balance and kinetics of immunity against viral antigens and cancer antigens are also needed because these processes strongly influence both initial oncolysis and eventual systemic antitumor immunity, which clearly determine treatment efficacy and patient outcomes.

There have been multiple attempts to prolong the duration of viral circulation after intravenous injection for OV immunotherapy. Because the extracellular enveloped or ‘cloaked’ form of VACV facilitates widespread dissemination, systemic administration of VACVs has been partly successful in both preclinical and clinical studies. Further modifications have been reported that involve deletion of B5R, the major target protein for extracellular enveloped virion NAb, and the addition of PI3Kδ inhibitor to prevent phagocytosis. Our new platform incorporating human CRP CD55 on IMVs demonstrated excellent anticancer efficacy, even with single-dose intravenous administration in immunocompromised mice. With the aid of the intact immune system in immunocompetent hosts and in combination with immune checkpoint blockade, our novel platform could be active until achievement of the complete remission of multiple widespread and heterogeneous tumors. Further studies are needed to determine whether our new oncolytic VACV has ideal OV characteristics, including initial immune evasion to prolong the
duration of viral circulation and thus increase oncolysis; subsequent antiviral immunity to clear the virus; and finally anticancer immune activation to enhance the effector T-cell response, thus eradicating cancer cells and promoting the formation of memory T cells that can prevent recurrence.
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